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KTVB sponsors

BSC pageant

(if we have one)

KTVB, Inc., has agreed to assume sponsorship of the 1970 Miss Boise Pageant scheduled for August of this year after the withdrawal of the previous year’s sponsor, according to a statement made today by Robert E. Krueger, Executive Vice-President and General Manager of the Boise television station.

Krueger said plans call for the formation of a non-profit corporation with all proceeds from the pageant donated to the Miss Boise Contestants Scholarship Fund. A $550 scholarship prize will be awarded the winning contestant, as well as numerous other scholarships and merchandise prizes.

Mrs. Dorothy Alexander has been named Executive Director of the Miss Boise Pageant. She has been Hostess Judge for Miss Idaho-Pagant 1970 for the past seven years and was State Delegate to the 1970 Miss America Pageant. Mrs. Alexander has served as judge for pageants in Texas, Wyoming, Colorado, Idaho, Oregon, Montana and Washington.

Named to the Pageant Advisory Board in addition to Krueger are Larry Creek, immediate past president and former executive director of the Miss Idaho Pageant; Dr. William Schackwiler of Boise State College, president of the Boise Little Theater and production manager of Miss Idaho and Miss Boise Pageants; Jack Herndon, past executive state director of Miss Idaho Pageant; judge of Miss Montana Pageants and many local pageants in Idaho, Oregon and Nevada; James Alexander, Host Judge for Miss Idaho Pageant for the past six years; judge of Miss Oregon Pageant and local pageants in Idaho, Oregon and Washington; and John Williamson, director of KTVB Productions.

Krueger commented, “Recognizing the high aspirations and standards that have been traditionally associated with the Miss America Pageants with which the Miss Boise Pageant is affiliated, we are pleased to play this part in providing the young women of Boise the opportunity to compete in the 1970 Miss Boise Pageant.”

The Miss Boise Pageant is a preliminary event to the Miss Idaho Pageant and the Miss America Pageant held each year in Atlantic City, New Jersey. $500,000 in scholarships is awarded annually in local, state and national Miss America Pageants.

Applications for 1970-71 Academic and Merchandise Positions are now available in T.B.

‘Non-appointment’ sparks controversy, petitions

There seems to be a lot of controversy on the campus over “The Regina Lundergan Affair.” Regina Lundergan is an instructor in the English Department of BSC. Mrs. Lundergan was brought to BSC in the academic year of 1968-69 on a government fellowship. The government fellowship amounts to an instructor’s being hired by the college and their salaries reimbursed by the federal government to the college.

Mrs. Lundergan is not receiving a contract for the 1970-71 academic year. She was informed verbally she was not receiving a contract for next year on Feb. 27, 1970. The article in the Intermountain Observer of March 15, written by Alice Dieter exposed several sides of the issue.

In this article Mrs. Lundergan’s view was stated: she was not informed she would not have a contract for next year at the proper time. Mrs. Lundergan also stated that she was assured she had all of the rights that any member of the faculty has by department heads.

Then when the department head decided not to give her a contract, she was told that the faculty rules and regulations did not apply to her.

The faculty handbook states, that an instructor not being reappointed must be informed in the following manner: Notice of non-reappointment will be given in writing in accordance with the following standards. Not later than Dec. 15, of the second academic year of service if the appointment expires at the end of that year, or if the appointment terminates during an academic year at least six months in advance of its termination.

Mrs. Lundergan had been verbally assured of a faculty position by department heads. Then on Feb. 27, 1970, she was verbally told she wasn’t being considered for a faculty position.

The article states petitions are being passed around the campus as a protest to Mrs. Lundergan’s not being given a contract for next year.

Dr. Barnes states in the article, “We employed a teaching fellow for one year. We got a renewal of the supporting grant for a second year, and the fellow was given a one year renewal.”

Miss Lundergan (Lundergan) has never been considered for a regular faculty appointment, nor has she even made application for one. She had knowledge of this when she came. She knew the annual status of the grant and the appointment.

Because Mrs. Lundergan is not considered a member of the faculty, she evidently has no rights as an instructor.

Everett Weber, left, president of Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity at Boise State College, presents a ticket to an Easter Seal Benefit Dance to Governor Donald Samuelson. The dance will be held March 28 in the Boise State Student Union Building from 9-12 p.m. Accompanying Weber to make the presentation are Jude Gary, center standing, and Rex Reagan.

The dance is a semi-formal affair with music supplied by “Today’s Reaction.” Weber stated that this dance, he hopes to the general public.

All proceeds of the dance will go to the Idaho Easter Seal Society which works with crippled children throughout the state.

Tickets are $2 per couple, and are available this week at the Bon Marche, Hollinger’s Music Store in Boise, at the desk at the Downtown, and at the BSC Information Booth in the SUB.
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Coming next week: The Professional Amateur

A report on the amateur athlete and the payday crew.

AWS elections held April 10

AWS Elections will be held in conjunction with A&R Elections this year. Campaigning will be at the same time, and Presidential candidates will be giving short speeches at the campaign assembly April 9. Other candidates will be introduced at that time. Ballot boxes will be staffed in the Library and the SUB from 9:00 to 4:00 April 10.

All women students are urged to come to the campaign assembly to listen to AWS candidates’ speeches and to meet the candidates for AWS officers. Severe positions will be filled at this time: President, Vice president, Secretary, Treasurer, and Sophomore, Junior and Senior Representative.
Lundergan's dismissal due to misunderstanding

and what's this about Kern and Shimada?

If you are one of those any students who, having heard that faculty and staff members are resigning or are being dismissed, have decided to resign or are being dismissed in time, remove any and all discontent personnel, you could not be any more off-base if you tried.

Each recent instance, the resignations of Kern and Shimada and Regina Lundergan's dismissal, have been isolated occurrences in the three-year history of the administration. The vice president of financial affairs in May, was able to find a better position financially.

Shimada, who has been with the college since last August as associate dean of student activities, has decided that it is no longer her employment in any aspect of education. His decision has been pending for some time, and it is unfortunate that his gain will be our loss.

Mrs. Regina Lundergan, who is serving BSC under a renewal of a non-tenure-track contract, is resigning having heroughly, is not being renewed under the terms of the fellowship program since funds will not be made available for the next year.

Of these three cases, the one concerning Mrs. Lundergan has receive the majority of the publicity.

Mrs. Lundergan was told by Dr. William Shankweiler, chairman of the division of arts and letters, that the requirements and privileges of the faculty handbook applied to her as a teaching fellow. This an error on Shankweiler's part. In gaining that from Dr. John Barnes, the handbook does not apply to teaching assistants, teaching fellows and graduate assistants since these persons have neither tenure or rank as faculty members.

In addition to this misunderstanding, Mrs. Lundergan is listed as a teaching fellow and not a faculty member in the college publications and the student directory, which lists her as an instructor of English.

This leads to further inconsistency and also to further misunderstanding of the College and the faculty handbook.

Both of these small areas must be corrected not only to clear the students who are in similar cases, but to assure accuracy in the future. Mrs. Lundergan was assured by members of her department that she would receive a regular faculty appointment and a raise. However, it was not informed that she would have to formally apply as any outsider would in order to be hired.

The administration is at fault in this instance because matters of hiring and firing are normally left up to each department. However, the administration should have current information as to which department head coming on will be formally employed by those departments.

It is the opinion of this writer that matters of misunderstanding such as Shankweiler's assurances to Lundergan could have been corrected.

Now that Mrs. Lundergan has been officially notified by Roy Scott, the college president, that she will no longer be connected with the College it becomes readily apparent that she was mislead in such a way that would not be the case.

The final point of conflict hinges on Shankweiler's assurance that the faculty handbook applied to Mrs. Lundergan. As a second-year faculty member (and was she assured) she would have received the official notification last December of her retention or dismissal.

When she was told by Schwartze that she would not be retained, this was in direct violation of the rights which supposedly applied to her.

Dr. Barnes insists that hiring and firing is purely a departmental affair. Therefore, the department should offer appeasement to Mrs. Lundergan in case of any formal occurrences. The administration must make sure to inform her of the opportunity to file a formal application for a position within the department and as formally she was told.

This administration in which the College bureaucracy fouled up is so dependent on inadequate communication. Therefore, it would be wise, for the future, to cool off and offer each side concern the benefits of the college.

The only result that can be obtained by continuing this dispute is that the College will be marred across the state and Mrs. Lundergan will find it harder to find placement in another faculty position.

As the people concerned cannot, as adults, realize that the entire affair is a misunderstanding and if they cannot at least go half-way to each other's point of view and as adults in order to suffer, in other words, administration will be marked as unfair and we will lose a good instructor.

It is imperative that the students who have voiced concerning the reported resignation and dismissals of members of the faculty acting fellow in every college that they do not attempt to search deeper into a topic than we do. However, at times we forget, and even I am guilty of this.

It is recommended by this writer that the College administration work to resolve the matter and not to dismiss this issue.

Burn, burn, burn

by Kevin Thienes

In recent weeks, farmers in Southern Idaho have been burning tons of potatoes to dramatize their need for a higher price for their product. Before the growers burnt their crops, they offered them to the processors free if these processors would give the growers a better price per potato. This offering no profit to the processors, was refused.

If the simplicity of the grower was not so important to the processors, a lot of people could eat a better meal.

Where could these processed potatoes be sold? Most people would say to the ghetto or some other area of the country. Though few people realize it, all of Idaho is just as big a "poverty endowment." Dazzled, they retreated even further into a shell of insensitivity.

Before men demanded that women work, a girl could drop a bank to attract men. Now, a girl has to virtually beg her father for the slightest attention. Thus, the sexual revolution came about.

As women become more liberal with sex, men become less sensitive to girls' emotions. They began to use women as objects, not as individuals. Ironically, men complained about women's aggressiveness.

However, should women solely blame men? Why, if a sweet young thing puffing away on a Virginia Slim while playing poker in her puffy jeans and guffawing at obscene jokes does not particularly present a feminine appearance.

You should tell the women what you think of them. Women are enrolling in men's masculinity, where did it begin? Certainly not in the secretarial pool. Men relinquished their masculinity with the coming of the Firebird and the Playboy Bunny.

When women moved into the business world, men felt their sacred cow, the executive washroom, was in danger of being slaughtered and beheaded by a lady president. So they reacted by denying women courtesy for what she is - a woman.

To attract the males' waning attention, women began to wear shorter skirts. What was the male consensus? They sure enjoyed the view, but many were flouting their physical endowments. Dazzled, they retreated even further into a shell of insensitivity.

Burn, baby, burn

Social Committee elects to annex Nampa arena

As it looks as the Social Committee has come up with the long sought-after solution to the problem of overcrowding at BSC. If things go according to plan, enough and building into slow, annex. So BSC's new West campus was untested to a select few last week.

The Social Committee is located in Nampa and its former name was the Snake River Stampede. With a series of new restrictions at the week, the new South Campus Committee has found a convenient (3) spot for the college to stage the expensive event. A new football stadium is under construction.

Blood, Sweat and Tears will be arriving soon and our leaders realized that the $175,000 stadium expenditure could barely be justified by our present facilities. Rather than take a loss and have it here anyway, they acquired the rodeo facility in Nampa. The City donated B & T to NN & C, and probably will take a loss there instead.

A stroke of genius is probably the last phrase I would use to describe this idea of annexation.

The plan does have potential, however. Now we have opened a South-eastern branch by sponsoring the Rolling Stones at the Salt Palace in Salt Lake City! We could fill the place and make money, but claimed that women were flouting their physical endowments. Dazzled, they retreated even further into a shell of insensitivity.

It's up to you. Women, be worthy of the respect and equality you demand. Men, make the same demands of yourself as you do of women. You never know, honesty just might be fun.
Dear Editor,

I was interested in the Indian "plight" before it was in style, and find myself concerned for those who are just climbing aboard the Indian "issue" bandwagon.

First of all, get the facts straight. Indians can vote and are obligated to vote on the reservations.

The reservations are not concentration camps. They are more like wons. If the Federal Government, in its infinite wisdom, reserves these camps with money, it releases a program that grants Indians out into the "white" world and usually enjoying about 7% success.

Termination of reservations will dissolve tribal funds and release the money to tribal members. This is great for young members. It is great for old members. This is great for young members. It is great for old members. This is great for young members.

I have been told that the money will be used for tribal purposes. If it is, this is great for old members. If it is not, this is great for young members. If it is not, this is great for old members. If it is not, this is great for young members.

Indians are too proud to "lower and embarrass" themselves by street demonstrations. If you are, however, on the reservations, you will see them. If you are not, you will see them. If you are not, you will see them. If you are not, you will see them.

What can we do? Rely on the few who want and how they want it done. Do not "help" them; they have to do it themselves. Do not consider the money. Do listen first, speak later and always keep their opposition to the things you would support.

Sincerely yours,

Linda Knighton
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No parking 7 a.m.-10 p.m.

Caution: slow school ahead

On-campus projects include a 120-space parking lot to be constructed adjacent to the library addition and completed in 1971. Designs for a proposed cast end, student could use the performing arts center in the future; all that can be done is to ease the problem.

Palmer Putnam, project coordinator for BSC, feels that if the east end of Julia Davis Park is left undeveloped, it should become parking space for students.

Putnam thinks if perhaps the compañ and Boise State would collaborate and build a performing arts center in the east end, student could use the parking facilities in the daytime. It would serve a cultural service and a practical use for the city and the college.

Another planned parking project would eliminate some buildings behind the Student Union building.

Improvements mentioned
A number of improvement ideas, aided by aerial photographs which have shown student parking patterns on the drawing board, Putnam stated.

Most students use Campus Drive and seem to prefer parking there because of "not wanting to break both" to just being lazy." Most students feel the stadium parking lot is too far out of the way and end up parking at the west end—which is just as far away.

Perhaps this stigma will be alleviated when the parking lot is paved.

Perimeter parking planned
Perimeter parking, involving the idea of parking on both ends of the campus, the stadium lot and campus Drive, is now being studied.

Tentative plans would include closing off the street between the Music Building and the SubAl Theatre.

COMMUTER college in the future
Putnam is currently working with Bill Sacht, residential engineer with the State Highway Department, for a Broadway Avenue exit on the interstate freeway. The proposed plan is going to be needed with the ever-increasing number of students from the Nampa Caldwell area.

Parking advantages are few
Perhaps one and only virtue that students and faculty have at BSC is that it is free.

For contrast, as UCLA officials provide parking facilities for 10,800 cars at a cost of $20 million. Through 970-71 they will need 15,000 spaces to be financed by revenues collected from student fees at a cost of $43-$50 per student per semester.

People are becoming concerned about the state parking problem at BSC and with no legislative support, fees have to be made to collect revenue for additional land to ease the problem.

Putnam stated that while the problem is immediate, construction is being carried out to ease the problem in the future, all that can be done is being done.

The beer can count is setting new records each week.

You may be happy to know that beginning this weekend, your exploits will be preserved on video tape for all the world to see. Big Brother Cameras will be there to record the action at the Cost-Lucky litter chucking invitational. So smile, it will make a nice mug shot.

PIZZA
WE'LL MEET YOU AT
DER RAUTHUS
MEINES TOWNHOUSE IN GERMANY

Live Sing-A-Long Music Fun for the Whole Family featuring NEW Specialty SANDWICHES
Emerald & Orchard - Boise, Idaho Special Attraction Sunday evenings 7:30-10:30 "The Gemini"

Arbitrator Art Galan ... Acting Editor Jack Brauer ... Sports Editor Chuck Van Bredt ... Business Manager Jim Daniels ... Advertising Coordinator Terri Arlow ... Advertising Writer Bob Jeffers ... Copy Editor Mary Ada Wasmuth, Mary Gregory, Ralph ward, Bill Martins, Bill Garle, Jane Dunn, Bob Jeffers.

The Arbiter is a continuation of the IIJC and DC Roundup established in 1968. Established under the auspices of the Associated Students of Boise State College, the Arbiter is published weekly in cooperation with the BSC Center for Printing and Graphic Arts.
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No parking 7 a.m.-10 p.m.
**The score was...**

Take that, arbor vitae; and take that, Moscow

by Ron Oliver
Reprinted from the last issue of the ISC ROUNDUP

During this year, those who have persisted in reading this column have no doubt wondered what mysterious enlightenment they were now gaining for their efforts.

I fear that my abilities to convey my thoughts and beliefs on the entire institution are to some extent even the most mediocre prose.

The fact is, my attempts to stir up pride and loyalty in BOISE STATE COLLEGE, even at my own expense, seem not to have succeeded.

For three years, I have watched the experimental growth of what will soon be Idaho's greatest institution of higher learning.

It is difficult to express the hope of being a member of a group who, as entering freshmen, were destined to be the first to spend four years struggling through BC (rather than BSC) and then graduate.

Unfortunately, my educational requirements cannot be completed by the end of this year, and I will miss the last few years of this fine school.

No longer will I hear Dr. Ogle's description of Spirngava and Arber Vite. The memory racing across the campus, a 16 mm projector cradled in my arms, and up to A102, will linger a long time (as will that trim, trim, trim).

I shall never forget the light atmosphere enveloping the Executive Council meetings or the difficulties and penetrating analysis made by that elite group as it reconstructed the student government.

But the thrill of historic March 1 state board of educational meeting, with its true atmosphere, can never be forgotten.

Boise State College represents the hopes of thousands of Idaho's youth, present and future.

Here they can gain the knowledge and ability to build their community, their state, their nation and even the world.

These dreams are gone now, but they shall long reside in a special place in my mind. However, there are two last hopes I wish to obtain above the privilege of being an alumna.

I would like to be the first to swim in the Olympic pool, which has long favored my dreams.

But even more, I want to stand on top of the higher class-office building and look down on Moscow.

---

**Loop holes in whose evaluation?**

Election qualifications announced; Lyceum thought over by ASB

---

**SENATE MINUTES**

The meeting was called to order at 7:00 p.m. Tuesday, March 2 by Senator Grenville in the absence of the Secretary. I would like to thank Becky Askley for taking some notes.

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

A.S.B. elections will be held April 10th and all students are urged to get candidates who are qualified to run. I urge all candidates to stop by the Secretary, I would like to thank Becky Askley for taking some notes.

**OLD BUSINESS**

Wally Allington offered $1,000 of his Public Relations budget to put on the Miss Boise State College Pageant, provided that the pageant be approved by the Senate. Following discussion, the majority of the Senate members gave their support to the pageant.

New members on the All School Curriculum Committee are Don Michalk and John Willminson.

Joe Randall told off the results of the exit survey evaluation that was given to 10% of the students at the close of fall semester, 1969. He said it turned out to be a good pilot program for future surveys, but there were too many loop holes involved in the present questionnaire and its valid use.

Jack Arfaugh, President of the Student Body, told of recommendations that have been made on taking over the Lyceum by the Academic Committee.

---

**NEW BUSINESS**

It was moved and seconded the Senate accept the recommendation of the Judicial Committee for the acceptance of Sigma Gamma, Kappa Sigma, and the Indian Club.

Meeting adjourned.

---

**Students needed immediately**

The Communications Board proposal, which will create a body whose purpose will be to review policies and actions of all campus communication media, was passed by the student senate last Monday evening.

Five positions for students on the board will be filled as soon as possible. Students interested in being appointed to this board should contact the A.S.B. office in the Student Union.

---

**Ecology issue backed by Demo**

Alan Cranton, Dem. Senator from California, was the keynote speaker at the party's annual Jefferson-Jackson Day dinner held at the Hotel Boise, March 7. Cranton captured one of California's Senate seats for the Democrats in 1968 by defeating Max Raffy, Republican Superintendent of Public Instruction. Prior to serving in the Senate, he was elected Controller of the State of California, the first Democrat to hold that post in 72 years.

In his speech Cranton criticized President Nixon's Southeast Asian policy. He said, "We have to get all the way out of Laos, all the way out of Vietnam and all the way out of Southeast Asia."

Much of his talk concentrated on environment. Cranton feels that industry must respond and that we are to save our natural resources. He further stated, "You stand now many miles away...multitudes of miles before...still, free of pollution. The residents of some of your cities are only beginning to recognize the faint aura of smog which now is engulfing San Francisco and Los Angeles."

Cranston pledged his support to the Jordan-Church bill to establish a ten year moratorium on construction of any new dams on the Middle Snake River. I question the sense of values of a nation that spends for destruction instead of construction, pays farmers for not growing when people are starving."

He felt that we must seek new ways to measure and achieve our goals.

---

**Phone girls wanted $1.50/hr morning & evening 370-8778**

---

**PART OR FULL-TIME**

Ears $1.00 to $1.50 per hour part-time, $500 to $1,500 per full-time with leading experience. Call 343-3132 for appointment.

---

**Indians stage pow-wow**

Dama-Soghoph Indian club has announced plans for an "All Indian Week" to be held March 30, April 1, April 2 and April 3, 1970. Plans include an Indian dance, tribal dress fashion show, Indian talent show and Indian artifacts display.

---

**Poll-toms, anyone?**

The Indian dance and fashion show will be held in conjunction with the anti-tri- bual conference April 13. A date for a one-week program will be decided at the next meeting of Dama-Soghoph. Alan Tendore, chairman of Dama-Soghoph is carrying the historical background of the tribes represented and give a description of tribal dress. Various tribal members and people of Indian descent will model authentic Indian dress and modern fashions with Indian influence and design.

A member will give an Indian prayer in sign language, members of the club will do an Indian dance. There will be a hoop dancer and a legend in tribal language will be received. Dama-Soghoph plans to have a speaker to be decided at the next meeting.

Members are in the process of securing Indian artifacts to be displayed in the lobby of the "Grand Dance". Each member of the Senate will be with the display. All Indians and interested non-Indian people are invited to learn more about American Indian culture, and to learn about Indian customs of the Indian race.

---

**Frats kick-off egg-day dance**

On March 26 members of Sigma Tau Gamma will welcome he 1970 Easter Seal Poster child on campus. The day, highlighted by an informal lunch with Dr. Barnes, other BSC administrators and members of other campus groups, is being held in connection with the Easter Seal Benefit Dance sponsored by Sigma Tau Gamma next Saturday evening.

Hopefully the dance, which is semi-formal and featuring Today's Reaction, will link the student community with the public off campus. According to Jude Gary of Sigma Gamma, the dance is "an excellent opportunity to reach out and do something with the community...to build some type of link.

Tickets are on sale in the SUB information booth and from members of Sigma Tau Fraternity.

This special benefit is open to the public. Admission is $2 a couple.
There isn't enough room for the Boise State College student teachers in the surrounding schools, says Dr. Gerald Wallace, dean, school of education. This is one of the growing problems facing the education department.

Wallace stated that this year he had to place students in Meridian, Emmett, Council, McCall, and Kuna.

Interfering with other colleagues' student teaching areas is another problem. Wallace says ISB has an agreement with the College of Idaho, whereas the Boise State teacher is the student teacher and the Idaho teacher is the classroom teacher. "They really become a student teacher to teach the program," he pointed out. The relationship is "the best part of the job," he said.

"The worst part of the job is to supervise 18 or 19 student teachers," said Tim Zimmer, English teacher at Boise High School. "The ideal is to have the student teaching course. It makes the teacher more aware of the student teaching course. Wallace said each year eight or nine student teaching courses.

Wallace feels the relationships of student and teacher, and the student and the school staff are important. Care is taken to make a favorable impression. Student teachers are requested to follow the dress code of the school where they teach.

Commenting on student teaching, Harvey Pirrman assistant professor of speech said it was "the most valuable part of my teaching." He said that the most inspiring part of student teaching was praise he received from Boise State teacher and his adviser.

Wallace explained that the student teacher relationship is "the best part of the job." He pointed out that the student teacher arrives at school at 8 a.m. and is in contact with the classroom teacher throughout the rest of the day. "They really become a team," said Wallace.

Student teacher to student teacher relationship is good. Wallace claims, but not the same as the classroom teacher has with the student teacher. Wallace also claims student teachers do not have full control and they are really being nurtured in a lot of situations.

Jr._nr, Davis Mills, student English teacher at Boise High School, said he was a nervous wreck. "He feels the classroom teacher doesn't hinder him at all. Mills stated his student teacher left the teacher's room and left the office for much of the time he was in the classroom. "He feels the classroom teacher doesn't hinder him at all. Mills stated his student teacher left the teacher's room and left the office for much of the time he was in the classroom.

The The Arbiter

**The Arbiter**

**Electors, Elections, . . .**

I can't answer it then...

**I can get out of class for an hour.**

**Controversy includes students, faculty**

The State of Idaho receives about $1.85 in Federal spending for every $1 in Federal taxes paid by the state's residents and businesses, Senator Frank Emmeran said.

The Idaho Senator, citing statistics published in the January issue of the Idaho received $702,052,458 in Federal spending during fiscal year 1997, which ended June 30th. The figure is payments to Idaho; "Marches of a Million" in San Francisco and Washington D.C. on Nov. 15.

Many SMCEs feel that the potential for forcing the U.S. government to immediately and totally withdraw all of its forces from Vietnam can be realized if the potential and long range antiwar movement mobilizing the masses of Americans in action against the war can be acted upon.

**Church reveals spending by federal agencies in Idaho**

The Idaho Senator, citing statistics published in the January issue of the Idaho received $702,052,458 in Federal spending during fiscal year 1997, which ended June 30th. The figure is payments to Idaho; "Marches of a Million" in San Francisco and Washington D.C. on Nov. 15.

Many SMCEs feel that the potential for forcing the U.S. government to immediately and totally withdraw all of its forces from Vietnam can be realized if the potential and long range antiwar movement mobilizing the masses of Americans in action against the war can be acted upon.

**The caissons keep rolling along.**

by Carol Lipman

National Executive Secretary, SMC

College and high school antiwar activists and leaders concerned with the campaign of Cleveland's Case Western Reserve University this month to discuss, debate and decide on a future course for the student antiwar movement.

The national conference called by the Student Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam (SMC) was expected to be the largest and most representative student gathering to date.

The SMC encouraged all young people against the war to come and participate in the conference.

The SMC is the largest and most diverse group of student and college antiwar group in the country. The SMC considers a major role in building for the successful Oct. 15, Vietnam Moratorium and was to a great extent responsible for organizing the large participation of young people in the "Marches of a Million" in San Francisco and Washington D.C. on Nov. 15.

Many SMCEs feel that the potential for forcing the U.S. government to immediately and totally withdraw all of its forces from Vietnam can be realized if the potential and long range antiwar movement mobilizing the masses of Americans in action against the war can be acted upon.
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Impulse panned last week, lauded this week; weird!...

by Jerry Hensley

The 1970 Spring issue of Impulse, composed primarily of work by Butler State undergraduate students, is now before the public.

The acceptance of the poetry in Impulse should rank high on campus because a large majority of its items reflect the "now" problems which many students are concerned with. From this aspect, the authors reflect a genuine ability of channelling the outpouring of awareness. For example, Gary Grange's work "WRONGED VIETNAM" nitrates a good example of bad poetry. In his poem there is nothing new. Grange tries the role of a commentator on a television special for six year olds at the Saturday matinee. Or "the blood and guts war movies seen every night on the five o'clock news."

The same poem is also interpreted with a conglomeration of mixed ideas, mingled with an awkward form. "Wounded Vietnam" is an angry poem, poorly attempting the free verse form.

Rob Hobson's "Jerusalem Revisited." Tom Warner's "Grapple Sap Easter Egg" and Kay Karmowski's "Bouncing Tripping Gaiety" are all poems that repackage old ideas by the same slim lines, poverty or violence and death. They apply decayed abstractions, trite terms, broken lines and thoughts that leave the reader dangling from one line to the last. A bathetic stanzas into the toilet. Are these more excuses for trying to write free verse, to exhibit mixed metaphors and abstract and trite terms?

"If You'll Notice" by Greg Bierbaum won five good poems and part but the total effect that the poem insinults is in the reader is severely damaged by the same manner but last that players most begging poems. A large majority of the poems contain vitality, and a genuine, honest attempt at the free verse form. The attempt to pursue such a demanding genre deserves an attentive audience as strong as the reader desire to write and rewrite.

Remember, if no one reads poetry and finds no good or bad then the poetry has lost all its meaning and purpose.

An over-all view of the poetry in the Spring issue of Impulse should not be cast into the dirt for the few poems that do not deserve being termed free verse poems.

The reader should not concern himself with the faults that are common with all beginning poems. A large majority of the poems contain vitality, and a genuine, honest attempt at the free verse form. The attempt to pursue such a demanding genre deserves an attentive audience as strong as the reader's desire to write and rewrite.

The questions refer to such constantly changing items as birthdate, too (on my birthday, the same every time!) and date and place of graduation from high school, (stubbornly persist in repliping that I graduated from Iouse High in June of 1967). There is no reason why they should expect such variables to remain constant and I suppose my case is a rare exception.

I had always considered these forms to be harmless little matters until this year. My younger brother turned 18 last spring and dutifully registered with every vestige of that mismatch. He was immediately classified I-A which I thought was strange considering that he had not even had a physical but he was assured that he didn't have to worry so he didn't.

He registered for school last semester and received his first application for a 2-D deferment a week later. For some reason which I still fail to understand he refused to sign the form at first and was soon informed that he would be considered delinquent if he did not go to his draft board and sign in as desiring a 2-D deferment. Back to the SS and more assurances that his form work went by and another notice informed him that he had better get on the stick if he wanted his 2-S deferment. Back to the SS and more assurances that his deferment was already filed and in order. A few days later received a similar notice and it was back to the SS for more reassurances.

This cycle became a regular thing with the mail coming in with the SS and the Board reassured, but now the Navy began to act, asking "Is the draft bothering you? Why not enlist in the Navy?"

As a matter of fact the draft was becoming a bit bothersome but the Navy hardly offered the ideal solution.

The facts of life, birds and bees explained to AWS

Lynette Brown, AWS President, reports that a representative of the Maternal and Infant Health Division of the City-County Health Department spoke to the AWS Legislature recently.

The interesting program concerned Family Planning, dealing with the various methods of contraception. The group learned that the methods are available at little or no charge to married and single women. Family living, premartial, and conception counseling are among the services that are available.

AWS feels that members of campus groups would benefit from listening to the demonstration program and recommends groups talk to the Family Planning through Maternal and Child Health at 484-4741.

This program is aimed at married women students or student's wives in particular, but is also beneficial information for single women as many will be getting married in the future years. The aim of Family Planning is to inform and to help. Any individual is also welcome to call and take advantage of their services.

Blessed are the meek in heart, for they shall inherit "greetings"

by Terry Kerper

The armed forces physically are worthy of a few words of digression at this point. A new armed man could spend ten hours being examined by physicians who could find nothing seriously wrong with him without a private physician report verifying the lack of any arm.

Needless to say he passed the test and a few days later he received a notification that he was still I-A. Since he had signed the 2-S form earlier this seemed a bit unreasonable, so he went back down to the Selective Service to find out what was going on. Once more he was assured that he had nothing to worry about the 2-S application had been accepted, and all well.

Another week went by and another notice informed him that he had better get on the stick if he wanted his 2-S deferment. Back to the SS and more assurances that his deferment was already filed and in order. A few days later received a similar notice and it was back to the SS for more reassurances.

Then came the better story among the campus groups before the Board of Appeals to rectify the situation or be drafted. I'm not quite sure how this is possible since he is not even eligible for the draft until next year and he has been assured several times that he is not draft eligible. I legally don't believe he can be drafted and I do not thing that the board has anything to do with it.

However, if I am mistaken I am hardly worried. He is so fed up with the entire mess that he is not even considering joining the Navy just to get the SS off his back.

If he enlists in the Navy, he will be one less person that our current administration will have to draft and everyone will be forewarned to see another enlistment draft call to increased "enlistments." Then we can accept it when the President proudly points out the new wave of patriotism as evidenced by the enormous increase in "enlistments." "Volunteers" from the Silent Majority. Maybe they wouldn't all be so silent if you took the gag out of their mouths.

VOTE IN THE ELECTIONS APRIL 10

Coming soon: Insurance and the College Student, Facts and Fallacies.
Ski club suffers

Group left holding an empty bag

The BSC Snow Carnival was held March 21 at Bogus Basin, but due to an overall lack of participation the sponsoring Ski Club came out of the deal holding an empty wallet. The gelada contest started the activities and a virtual sweep of the trophies by high school and junior high racers and jumpers. ONE OF THE many high school jumpers shows his style in the snow carnival held at Bogus Basin on March 21.

NCAA amends gridiron rules

The NCAA football rules committee has announced 21 changes in the rules for the 1970-71 football season. Most of the changes will not be noticeable to the fans, but several important changes will make a significant difference. Most significant change will be the long defensive pass interference penalty. In the past, the defense was penalized 15 yards from the point of infraction. Theoretically, a pass interference call on a 50 yard pass play could have lead to a 65 yard penalty. Now, however, a pass interference call will draw a penalty from the line of scrimmage. This will add the option to the offense to take the penalty or to refuse it. Other changes in the rules call for shortening of the cleats to 1/2 inch maximum.

Long hours, no pay no personal satisfaction no advantages whatsoever. In fact, no job. For sale: slightly used 25 Phyicalic Light for cars. 15" long • Jubilee contest started - extra mounts available " Regularly $12.95 • Only $9.95

BSC BOOKSTORE
1st Floor SUB
Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Sat. 9-12

Hey, Bu$h. We've gone to the SUB We're after some grub
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